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We give the asymptotic statistical theory (strong consistency and asymptotic nor- 
mality) of a modified least-square-estimator for the parameters of a linear time dis- 
crete Kalman-filter-system. The method of proof uses a strong law of large numbers 
for martingale difference and ergodic sequences and a central limit theorem for q- 
dependent stationary processes. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of statistical estimation of parameters occuring in 
stochastic processes given by stochastic differential or difference equations 
has been given intensive consideration in recent years. See, e.g., for the con- 
tinuous time case [3, 1 l] and for the discrete case [ 1, 71. These can be 
looked upon as particular cases of the Kalman-filter situation where one 
has partially observable processes, i.e., one has a stochastic equation for the 
system and one for the observation process. Whereas the system itself and 
the associated filtering problem has been well studied, see, e.g. [8], the 
study of parameter estimation for the drift term occuring in the system 
equation does not seem to have been carried through in detail for the 
general situation considered in this paper. In the discrete time case, the 
paper of Anderson et al. [2] seems to be the first which treats the problem 
of parameter identification via noisy measurements. The authors study the 
system xk + , = Axk + ok, yk = xk + ek and construct (via the relation 
E( y, yze2) = AE(yk _, yf- *)) a sequence of estimators A,, which they 
prove to converge to A P-a.s. Other references for related problems are, 
e.g., Pagan0 [13] and Dunsmuir [6]. Most recently some authors worked 
with noise corrupted observations under the aspect of robustification, see 
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e.g., Bustos [S]. For further references and a generalization of the dynamic 
model treated in this paper, allowing dependent noise variables, see [lo]. 
It is the purpose of our paper to extend to this filter situation results 
about (strong) consistency and asymptotic normality of least-square 
estimators for the drift parameter which have been established in the case 
of complete observations, e.g., in [ 1 J. Moreover, we extend all results to 
the case of Hilbert space-valued processes, thus being able to treat also the 
case of distributed parameter systems (for a statistical example see 
Remark 2, Sect. 2). More precisely we study the linear autogressive model 
described by 
X k+l= 
( 
‘%I+ f er4 
1 
xk+“k+l (1.1) 
I= 1 
yk = Bxk + ek. (1.2) 
Equation (1.1) is the system equation, xk for k E Z, = (0, 1, 2,...} is a 
discrete process, taking values in a real separable Hilbert space H with 
scalar product ( . , . ) H . x0 is given arbitrarily and ok is the system noise 
assumed to be such that the ok for k E Z, are independent, identically dis- 
tributed (i.i.d.) H-valued random variables, with zero mean. The coef- 
ficients A,, 1= 0, l,.., m, are elements in the space Y(H) of bounded linear 
operators on H and are supposed to be known. 8,, I = I,..., m, are unknown 
parameters to be estimated only via the observations yk, described by the 
observation equation (1.2). Here y, is a discrete process taking values in 
some real separable Hilbert space K with scalar product ( ., . )x. ek the 
observation noise, again assumed to be a family of i.i.d. K-valued random 
variables, with mean zero. B is a known bounded linear operator from H 
into K. The uk and ek are assumed to be mutually independent. We can 
always assume that all random variables vk, ek are defined on the same 
probability space (52, d, P). 
The problem consists in estimating the unknown parameters 8 = 
(0 i,..., 6,) in terms only of the observations yk up to time n. The case of 
direct observation is included as the particular case where K = H, B is the 
identity operator in H and ek = 0 for all k. 
Let us describe briefly the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we describe 
in detail the assumptions needed to carry through our estimate and prove 
the consistency and asymptotic normality of a least-square estimator for 0. 
In Section 3 we describe the estimator and derive it by a (suitable 
modified) least-square method. In Section 4 we prove strong consistency of 
the estimator, using a strong law of large numbers for martingale difference 
and ergodic processes, In Section 5 we prove the asymptotic normality of 
the estimator by a central limit theorem for stationary, q-dependent ran- 
dom variables. 
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2. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE MODEL 
Let A(8) := A0 + C;“=, o/AI, 8 = (0 , ,..., 0,) E R”. We assume that for the 
(true) parameter 8 the system will allow a stationary state, i.e., we assume 
the stability condition: (S) llA(B)ll,(,, < 1, where ll.Ij~~Hj is the norm in the 
Banachspace Y(H). We wish to construct stationary versions of the 
process given by (1.1) and (1.2). We can always extend the noise sequence 
to negative times in such a way that (u~)~ E z and (ek)ks z are mutually 
independent i.i.d. random elements. We assume E( llui II&) = tr S, < co and 
E( Ileolli = tr S, < co, where S,, respectively, S, denote the corresponding 
covariance operators of the noise distributions and tr( *) means the trace of 
a (nuclear) operator (cf. [9, Theorem 2.11). Let zk :=C&,A(O) o,~,; 
jk := B?, + ek, k E Z. Because of (S) and E( l/vi II ‘,) < co the series in the 
definition of g?k converges in L*(Q, d, P; H) and clearly (&)keZ and 
(.Fk)keZ are (strictly) stationary processes. Moreover, we have z.k+ i = 
ww,+u,+,. The covariance operator of the distribution P. & of &, is 
given by F(8) := C/“=O A(8)’ &(A@)*)‘. 
Furthermore, the processes (Tk)kcz and ( jk)kcZ are ergodic. The 
ergodicity of zk follows from the fact that the dynamics (1.2) define a 
Markov process, and it is easily checked that P. I, is its only invariant 
measure (i.e., relative to the corresponding transition probabilities), which 
yields the ergodicity of (z.k)kcZ (cf. [4, p. 523). The ergodicity of (jk)kcZ 
follows from the fact that (gk)keZ and (ek)ksZ are both ergodic and 
mutually independent. We assume that the start variable x0 satisfies 
E( llxOll$) < co and is independent of the o-algebra o((u~)~~~, (ek)kEZ+) 
generated by the uk, kE N, and ek, kE Z,. 
Finally, we have to pose an estimability condition: 
(E) For all I= 0, l,..., m there exist operators C(E P’(K) s.t. 
C,B= BA,. An easy calculation shows that (E) is equivalent to 
(E’) For all I = 0, l,..., m there exist C,E Y(K) s.t. C(0) B = BA(8) for 
all 8 E R”, with C(0) := Co + Cy= 1 9/C,. 
For (E) to be fulfilled, it is of course necessary that we have the follow- 
ing condition: 
(+) For all Z=O, l,..., m Ker(B) c Ker(BA,), where Ker means the 
kernel. In the case B-’ E g(K, H), CI exist, 1= 0 ,..., m, and equal BA,B-‘. 
If dim K < 00 (resp. dim range (B) < co ), then ( + ) is also sufficient for (E), 
because one can define uniquely CI as zero on the orthogonal complement 
of the range of B and CI y = BA,x, when y = Bx. 
Remarks. (1) Comparing our assumptions, especially (E), with those 
of, e.g., Anderson er al. [2] and Dunsmuir [6] one should remark that 
they only discuss the case yi = xi + ej, i.e., B = identity. 
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(2) We now give a concrete statistical example underlining the 
necessity of working with a distributed parameter system (DPS), i.e., the 
state space is a function space. This example is taken from a paper by 
Omatu, Nagamine, and Soeda [12] who study a filtering problem for a 
discrete-time DPS together with its application of predicting concentration 
levels of pollutants in air pollution. More precisely they discuss the system 
U(k + 1, x) = (1 - a(8*/ax’)) U(k, x) + V(k, x), XED, 
where D is an open bounded interval of the real line, U(k, . ) E Y*(D), say, 
with some stochastic perturbation I/. 
The observation consists of taking noisy measurements at four monitor- 
ing stations. This system fits exactly in our framework if one takes into 
account that in practical data processing the unbounded operator l- 
a(a2/8x2) is, by a Fourier expansion method, approximated by a bounded 
one. Therefore the problem of estimating the real parameter “a,” which has 
to be done before one is able to perform any filtering can be carried out by 
our method. 
(3) The almost trivial case H= lR2, K= R, m = 1, A, = 0, A, = (7 A), 
B = (LO) serves as an example of an observable system (in the sense of 
classical linear systems theory) which cannot be estimated in our sense. 
Here the non-estimability has an intrinsic statistical meaning because one 
can “observe” the same state-coordinate only at every second instant of 
time. Therefore it is not possible to estimate tI itself but only d2, i.e., one 
loses the sign of 8. 
In the following we denote for convenience 
C.2.) :=<.;)K, II*11 := II.IIK. 
3. DERIVATION OF THE ESTIMATOR 8, 
BY A MODIFIED LEAST-SQUARE METHOD 
Manipulating the parameter 0 into a relation between the observa- 
tions yk, we get by applying equations (1.2), (E’), and (1.1): y, - 
C(B)(y, _ , - ek- i) = Bu, + ek, k E fA, where on the r.h.s. we get mean-zero- 
noises. Thus it is plausible to minimize the following expression with 
respect to 
k=l 
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Solving the system (a/#,) g,(B) = 0, K = l,..., m, one gets the vector 
equation 
F(n) O(O) = q(n) E R”, ” 
where r(n) is a m x m-matrix with elements 
Y,dn)= f (G(yk-l-ek-l)y Cl(yk-l-ek-l)). 
k=l 
Y(n) is a vector in R” with components 
t&)= f (yk-cO(yk-l-ek&I), Chk-l-ek-l)). 
k=l 
elp) denotes a temporary least-square estimator which we are going to 
modify because the quantities y”,,Jn), n(n) contain the measurement noises 
ek, which cannot be observed. The modification consists of replacing the 
expressions containing ek by the corresponding expectations such that the 
(ergodic) limiting behaviour is not changed. We then get the equation for 
an estimator 6, : 
T(n) 8, = q(n) E R”, where 0) = h&h+ 1 ,.._, my 
%h)= f (yk-COyk-11, CKyk-l)+n*E((COeO, c&O>). 
k=l 
Notice that E( ( CKeo, Cleo)) = tr( C,S,C:) for all rc, I = 0, l,..., m, where tr 
means the trace (see, e.g., [9]). 
Clearly 8, = fin(o) is uniquely determined only in the case of an inver- 
tible matrix r(n)(o). Later on our assumptions will be such that at least 
for large n this is indeed the case. 
4. STRONG CONSISTENCY OF THE ESTIMATOR 6, 
Before proving the consistency of a,, i.e., the almost sure convergence of 
fi,, to 8 as n + co, we need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 1. . We have for all K, I= l,..., m: 
lim (l/n) y,,(n) = tr(BA,F(B) AyB*) P-a.s. 
n-co 
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Proof: First we apply the ergodic theorem to the sequence 
((C,y,-,, CIJk-l)kEN and notice that 
E((C,J,, C,~,>)=tr(BA,F(e)A:B*)+ tr(CKSeC:). 
Therefore it suffices to verify that 
One easily gets 
The second (resp. third) term converges to 0 P-a.s. because 
6 f EOIC,B4fJ)k-‘( x,-~o)ll)‘E(IIClek-III) 
&=I 
Gconst. 2 llA(O)ll”,$, < co. 
k=l 
Therefore (C, BA(e)&- ‘(x0 - &,), C,e,- 1 ) +k _ m 0 P-a.& and then also 
the arithmetic mean converges to zero P-a.s. The first term equals 
x,-q, C,BA(e)k-‘(xo-&))) 
+:&cl (C,B~(e)k-l(%-%), C&6-1) 
+tk$, (C,BJT,-,, C,BA(B)k-‘(x,-~.o)). 
Clearly the first sum converges to zero, whereas the argumentation for the 
second (resp. third) sum needs the Holder inequality. 1 
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LEMMA 2. 
lim (l/n)(q(n)-T(n)g)=O P-as. 
n-02 
Proof. Using (1.2), (E’), and (1.1) we get y,--C(8)y,-,=Buk+ek- 
C(0) ekeI. Further we obtain by definition of q(n) and T(n) and by 
rearranging the sums 
+ ~KCVN e,, C,e,>)) 
(;I: i (Bvk+eky C&-k--I> 
k=l 
-tkg, (c(e)ekply cIBXk--l) 
1 n 
+G~:, <Bvk+ek, Clek-l> 
Each of the four terms converges to zero P-as., the fourth because of the 
classical strong law of large number (SLLN), whereas for the other terms 
we have to apply a SLLN for martingales. Notice that for the first and 
third term we can use the filtration a(~,; or,..., v,; e,,..., ek) but for the 
second term we have to use the e-fields (x0; v1 ,..., v,; e ,,..., ek- r). We then 
exploit the fact that E( (x, y) 1%) = 0, if x is p-measurable, y is indepen- 
dent of 9, and E(y) = 0. 1 
THEOREM 1 (Strong consistency of 6,). Let r(O) :=(tr(BA,P’(B) 
A*B*)L,/= l,...,m be invertible. Then the modified least-square estimator 6, is 
uniquely determined for n 2 n,(o) and 8, converges to 0 P-a.s. as n + CO. 
Proof Lemma 2 ensures that (l/n) T(n)@, - 0) = (l/n)(q(n) - 
f(n) 0) +n--rm 0 P-a.s. Further, (l/n) r(n) +“+ m r(0) P-a.s. because of 
Lemma 1. By the invertibility of r(0) and the fact that (l/n) I’(n) operates 
in finite-dimensional space, one gets the existence of (l/n) f(n, o)))‘, n > 
no(o), and the boundedness of ( 11 (l/n) r(n, w))) ’ II 9cWmj),, a no(o,, which 
together with the above convergence give the desired result. 1 
Some criteria can be established for r(e) to be invertible. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let for r = (rl ,..., r,)E [w”, A”(r) := CT!, r,A,. If (+) 
P(u, E Ker(BA”(r))) < 1 f or all r E W”\(O), then 8, is strongly consistent. 
Proof It remains to prove that P(tI) is positive definite, hence inver- 
tible. Now 
= tr[BA(r) F(B)(BA(r))*] = tr[BA”(r) S,(BA(r))*] 
+ tr[BA”(r) A(e) F(B)@&) A(e))*] 
2 tr[BA(r) S,(BA”(r))*], 
since P(O) = CEO A(8)‘S,(A(fl)*)‘= S, + A(0) P’(O) A(B)*, and F(8) is non- 
negative definite. But tr[BA”(r) S,(BA”(r))*] = E( IIsA(r) u1 11’) > 0 for all 
rERm\{O) in view of(+). 1 
For further discussion we remark that the following situation is sufficient 
for condition (+ ) to be fulfilled: 
(i) P(u, E Ker(BA,)) < 1 for all I= I,..., m; and 
(ii) (M,)(H) I (&4,)(H) for all K # Z, K, I = l,..., m. 
In the l-parameter case we only need that P(u, ~Ker(&4,)) < 1. This 
last condition is easy to interpret. If it is not fulfilled, then C,Bu, = 
BA,uk =O P-as., hence also BAiu, = 0 P-a.s. for all kE N, because of 
EA{+ l uk = BA, Ai uk = C,(BA: uJ. Therefore BxR = Buk P-a.s. for all k E N, 
8 E ‘II, such that obviously no inference on 0 can be done (assume A, E 0, 
x0 = 0). 
5. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF THE ESTIMATOR 6, 
The main tool in this section is a central limit theorem (CLT) for 
stationary, q-dependent processes. For qE N we therefore introduce 
approximations Zi‘7) to Zk which are constructed from a block of length 
q + 1 of the independent noise variables u,; @) = CyzO A(0)‘uk-,, ke 2. 
Similarly we define j$!) = BZIp) + ek. Set also 
Zp’ = (D(r) jjhqL 1, BuR + ek - C(e) ek- , ) 
+ Eww e,, D(r) e0>), r = (rI ,..., r,) E W” fixed, 
D(r)= f r&,. 
I== 1 
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By construction and the properties of the noise sequence, obviously 
(ZjP)),, N is a strictly stationary, (q + l)-dependent process for each q E N. 
We now have to compute its covariance structure. By straightforward 
calculations we obtain the following formulas: 
LEMMA 3. ZfE( lIeoIl”) < co, then 
(i) E(ziq)) = 0. > 
(ii) E((4q92) =,F, rjrr {tr [ Cj (B (i, A(eYSAA(e)*Y) B* + Se) 
. C/(BS,B* + S,) 
+ CjB f 
( 
A(e)“S,(A(e)*)” 
1 
B*CF C(O) S,C(e)* 
lC=O 1 
+cov(<Cjeo, C(e) o>, (Cjeo, c(e) e0>)
(iii) E(z!~)z$~)) = - f rjr, tr s,c(e)*BAjA(e) j,l= I [ 
9--l 
. k~o~w~s~~~(e)*)~ 
( 1 I 
A:B* ; 
(iv) E(z(,4)zjp)) = 0, if k > 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let E( Ile,ll”) < co. Then (l/,/k) C;= r .zp) converges weakly 
to the normal distribution N(0, a;) of mean zero and variance ui, where 
ai = f rjrr tr BA, i A(fl)KSU(A(0)*)K 
j,l= 1 i[ ( 
A:B* + CjS,C: 
lC=O ) ) 
x (BS, B* + S,) 
+ BAj 
( 
f A(e)“S,(A(O)*)” A,? B*C(O) &C(O)* 
K=O ) 
- 2S,C(f3)*BAjA(e) * ( ‘fl A(B)“S.(A(B)*)“) A: B*] 
KS0 
+ COv((Cjeo, c(e) e0>, (Cleo, c(e) e0>) . 
I 
Proof The assertion is a direct consequence of the properties of 
(zL’~))~~ N, especially Lemma 3, and the CLT for q-dependent, stationary 
processes (cf. [l, Theorem 7.7.5, p. 4271). 1 
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LEMMA 5. Let E( lleo114) -C 00 and denote 
s,=sn(epr)’ i [(D(r)~k_l,Bok+ek-C(8)ek_l) 
k=l 
+E((C(e)eo,D(r)eo))l. 
Then (l/G) 3, converges weakly to N(0, c1’), where 
a2 = ~‘(8, r) 
=j,F, rjr,{tr[(BAjF(B)A:B* + CjbS,Cy)(BS”B* + S,) 
+ m,qe) A: 9qe) s,c(e)* 
- 2s,c(e)*mjkf(e) zqe) A:B*I 
+COV((Cjeo, c(e) eo>, <Cfe0, c(e) e0>)>. 
Proof: Obviously, 
L&q 
,,h n &,=I 
z!?+$k~l (D(r)(~k----Y”5P11),BUk+ek-C(e)ek-l) 
=: T,,, + W,,,. 
Lemma 4 ensures that (for all q E fV) Tq,n converges in law to N(0, CY~) as 
n + co; also U: -ty- o. a’. 
In view of Theorem 7.7.1 ([ 1, p. 425]), it remains to show that for all 
S>O:(*) lim supP()WJ>6)=0. 
4-m ntN 
Squaring we find 
=A g E((~(r)B(~k~l--fjPll,B~k+ek-C(e)ek-l) 
k,l- 1 
x (D(r) B(I,- 1 - Zf! 1), Bu, + el - c(e) el- 1 >) 
=& i ~((~(r)~(ik~l~~jpll),~uk+ek-c(8)ek~l)2) 
k=l 
+A nfl E((D(r) B(Tkel -&?!‘l), BUk-tek-c(8) ek-1) 
k=l 
x (D(r) B(zk-zi*‘), BUk- 1 + ek+ 1 - c(e) ek)), 
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since, if II- k( 2 2, the terms vanish. Inserting S,,_ , -a(,o!, = 
A(e)4+1F(8)(A(8)*)4+‘, we get 
O<-& f E((D(r)B(I,_,-~~~~,),Bu,+e,-C(8)e,_,)2) 
k=l 
= $ tr [D(r) m(e) q+1F(e)(A(e)*)4+1B*D(r)* 
x (BS,B* + s, + c(e) xx(e)*)]. 
Now the trace can be estimated from above by the trace-class norm, and 
by using some well-known inequalities for the trace-class norm of a 
product of a bounded and a trace-class operator (cf., eg., [9, Theorem 1.6, 
pp. 10, 111, we find that the last term is dominated by 
which converges to zero as q + co (1 (Hj denotes the trace-class norm in H). 
It remains to prove, that 
lim sup t $1 E(D(r) E(Kk- 1 - Z.k(!),), Bu, + ek - C(0) ek-. 1 ) 
y-m,neN 
x(D(r)B(i,-Iff)),Bu,+,+ek+,-C(8)ek))=0. 
We can easily estimate 
(E((D(r)B(~,-,-~~~~~),Buk+ek-C(e)ek--l) 
. CD@) B(~k-zjpl)&k+I +ek+ L - cte) ek>)i 
G II D(r) 41 &,K) . tr[BS,B* + s, + c(e) s,c(e)*l 
.tr[A(e)“+‘F(e)(A(e)*)4+*]. 
Thus the convergence follows. 1 
We now formulate the analog of Lemma 5 for processes with arbitrary 
starting variables x0. 
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LEMMA 6. Let E((le,J4) < CQ and denote 
%I = s,vh r) 
Then (l/G) S, converges weakly to N(0, a*), where a* is specified in 
Lemma 5. 
Proof. It remains to prove that (I/&) S, - (l/h) 3, +n-t a, 0 in 
probability. One easily finds 
-L(S,-S,)= l n 
h J;; k:l (D(r) BA@)k-‘(x~-%d, Bvk +ek- C(e) ek- ,). 
Thus we estimate 
EJ;; (I +“-s,) I) 
d- i IIW B4)k-‘II,~,,,, 
J nk=l 
X(E(~l~,-~,(~~)E(IIBVk+ek--C(~)ek-~112))1’2 
We now state an m-dimensional weak convergence result. 
LEMMA 7. Let E( lleo114). Then (l/h) (q(n) - T(n) 0) converges weakly 
to NV4 (a,,j)r,j= I,..., ,A where a/,j is given by 
tr[(BA,F(O) A:B* + CjS,C:)(BS,B* + S,) 
+ BAjF(0) A: BY(O) &C(O)* - 2S,C(0)*BAjA(0) F(8) A: B*] 
+ COV(<Cj%, c(e) e0L <CleO, c(e) e0>). 
Proof: In view of the “Cramer-Weld device” it suffices to show that 
> 
(*) 
for all r = (rl,..., r,) E 08”. Obviously crl= 1 r,rja,,j= a* = a*(& r) (cf. 
Lemma 5 ). 
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On the other hand (cf. the proof of Lemma 2) 
/!, “JS 
--L (tl(n) - 0) v, 
=F, r,$il ((~4+ek-W)ek-l~ G.h-J+WW)e0~ C&H 
=$ II(m) Yk-1, Bu/c+ ek-c(e)e,-,>+E((C(e)e,,D(r)e,))l 
= -!- S”(ti, r). 
J;; 
Lemma 6 gives the result. 1 
Now we can state the main theorem of this section (remember the 
definition of r(e) = (tr[BA,F(B) AfB*]),,j= ,,,.., ). 
THEOREM 2. (Asymptotic normality of 8,). 
be invertible. Then ,,61 (0, - 0) 
Let E( lleo114) < co and I’(O) 
converges in law to the normal distribution 
N(0, f(e)-’ G(f(O)-‘)*) us n-co, where G:=(~z,,~),,~=, ,,,,, m and U/,j is 
given in Lemma 7. 
ProoF We have that (cf. the proof of Theorem 1) for n b no(o), 
-l-!-(q(n)-T(n)@). 
J;; 
Lemma 1 and 7 ensure that 
( ) t f(n) 
-1 
s f(e) - l = const. P-a.s. 
(where one can set (l/n) r(n, o))-l:= 0, if the matrix is not invertible) and 
-!- (q(n) - r(n) 0) -&+ N(0, G) f:Z. 
J;; 
Thus J;;(& - 0) A R--rm f(e)-*z =y ~(0, f(e)-1 G(f(e)-I)*). 1 
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